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D

Kamala Harris is the name of the most overwhelming woman in 2020, the fifty-six-year-old senator, she is the first woman elected vice president of the United States. But she's the daughter of immigrants growing up between reading African-Americans and ... disambiguation – if you're looking for other meanings, see D (disambiguation). This list or section in
the graph section does not mention the required or insufficient source. You can update this list by adding references from trusted sources according to the data source guidelines D or d (pronounced /di/ in English) as the fourth letter of the Latin letter [d], also a symbol of the alveolar voice in the international pronunciation letter. Delta Morse code according to
nato pronunciation –· Tips Semaphoric Marine Flag Signaling Semaphoric Braille Letters Linear History Letters (Fish) Proto-Sinaitic (Single Door) The Phoenician dāleth The Greek delta The Etruscan D Latin D seems to the evolution of graphema, the letter D comes from the linear letters Grafi represent the fish or what represents the door. Egypt
hieroglyphics may be at its origin. However, in Etruscan, such letters are extravagant, but still intact. The shape of the lowercase is gradually developed from uppercase. Used in the sample language of the drop-down letter in most languages written with latin letter, D means sound [d] (the same voice as the letter in Italian). The exceptions are Spanish, where
[d] or [ð] and Vietnamese can be pronounced [z] or [j]. Unicode computer code: uppercase U+0044, Lowercase U+0064 ASCII: Uppercase 68, Lowercase 100; Lowercase 100; Lowercase U+0064: Uppercase 68, Uppercase, 100, binary, 01000100, and 01100100, respectively, EDICBC Uppercase: 196, Case sensitive 132 entities: Uppercase &amp; #68,
Lowercase &amp; #100 Other Projects Wikis Wikis wikizionario has a lemma d wikimedia dictionary, Wikicommons have images or other files on D Extract from ambiguity - if you're looking for a common landing by the common name D-Day, see Normandy Landing, ambiguous – if you're looking for other meanings, see D-Day (disambiguation). The battle
plan for the Normandy D-day landing, the term D-Day, is generally used by the Anglo-Saxon army to identify the day the attack or combat operation began, but is often used to refer to the Normandy landings of June 6, 1944, the beginning of the liberation of Europe from German occupation during World War II. The use of the words D-day and H-hour is used
to identify the day and An attack or military operation must begin. They determine the date and time that they have not been established or when secrecy is needed. The letters derived from the words D per day and H per hour are only D-day and one hour per hour for every unit participating in a given operation. These words specify a time interval before or
after a specific operation, so H-3 means 3 hours before H-hour and D+3, meaning 3 days after D-day H+75 minutes, meaning 1 hour and four after H-hour. At first, the steps that follow D-day to H-hour are more or less effective in the number of days, hours or minutes. Then, at the right time, it will issue a subsequent statement, which indicates a precise date
and time. By using the words D-Day and H-Hour, you can precisely define the timeline of the actions that write the action. The first use of these requirements by the U.S. Army, which the Center for Military History can pursue, is during World War I in Field 9, I Corps, American Expeditionary Force, dated September 7, 1918: I Corps will attack at H-hour on D-
day with the aim of forcing the evacuation of St. Mihiel Salient D-day for the invasion of Normandy, founded for June 6, 1944, and this date is known as the popular D-day; In France, called jour J. Bibliography School of General Services, Fort Lavenworth, Kansas, Combat Command (Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: The General Service Schools Press, 1922), D-
Day Dodgers related list, external links to American D-Day: Portal D-Day americandday.org, 29th Infantry Brigade Historical Association 29infantrydivision.org — (IT) President, Lady and Gentlemen. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT US ARMY: D What it means in D-Day and H in H-Hour on army.mil — (IT) President, Lady and Gentlemen, D-
Day Museum euro-t-guide.com ACCESS URL May 13, 2007 (archive from the original URL on September 27, 2007) Sabaton, Primo Victoria extracted from unambigist – if you're looking for other meanings, see Rome (Guam) Romacome SpecialRomao (details). Aerial panorama of rome's historic center LocationState Italy, Lazio region, metropolis Of Rome,
Virginia Raggi (M5S) From 22/06/2016 Territory Coordinate 41°53′35N 12°28′58E / 12.482778°E41.893056; 12.482778 (Rome)Coordinates: 41°53′35N 12°28′58E / 41.893056°N 12.482778°E41.893056; Altitude 21 m above .m sea area 1 287.36[2] km² Residents2 790 712[3] (31-08-2020) Density2 167.78 Residents / km² Fractions Vedi type Neighbouring
municipality, Alban Laziale, Anguilla Sabacia, Ardea, Campagnano di Roma, Castel Candolfo, Castel San Petro Romano, Simpino, Vatican City (SCV)[1], Colona, Fiumicino, Fonte Nueva, Forilo, Frascati, Galligano in Lazio, Grottoferrata, Guidonia Marino, Mentana, Monte Porcio Catone, Monte Compatri, Monte Compatri, MonteRotando, Palatrina, Poli,
Pomezia, Riano, Safrono, San Gregorio Dassola, Tivoli, Trevninano Roma, Saga, Other Information, Etc. UNC+1 Time Zone Code ISTAT058091 Code CadastralH501 TargaRoma or RM Cl. Earthquake 2B (Moderate Earthquake)Zone 3A (Low Earthquake)Zone 3B (Low Earthquake) Cl. climaticazona D, 1 415 GG[4] Residents of The Capitolines
Patronosanti Pietro and the Public Holidays Paolo June29 Nicknamed The Eternal City Caput Mundi MottoSenatus PopulusQue Romanus CartographyRoma, a homogeneous rome municipality, Rome Guide (AFI: /-0roma/[5], pronunciation[?· information is comune (municipality). It is italy's most populous municipality and the third largest in the European
Union after Berlin and Madrid. While at 1287.36 km², it is the largest municipality in Italy and the fifth largest city in Europe, after Moscow, Istanbul, London and St Petersburg, as well as the first in the European Union. [6] It is the largest green municipality established on April 21 April 753 years before .C (although recent excavations in Niger lapis trace the
foundation back two centuries ago. [10] In the last three thousand years of history, it was the first metropolis of mankind. The beating heart of one of the most important ancient civilizations, which influenced society, culture, language, literature, art, architecture, urban planning, civil engineering, philosophy. The birthplace of Latin, it was the capital of the
Roman Empire, which extended its dominance over the entire Mediterranean basin and most Europeans of the papa state under the temporary authority of the Pope and the Kingdom of Italy (from 1871 to 1946). At the heart of Catholicism, it is the only city in the world to host. All states, enclave of the Vatican city:[11] For this reason it is often referred to as
the capital of two states. Its old town is surrounded by a perimeter of the wall. [14] And in the 1980s, along with the outer features of the Holy See in the city, it was included on the UNESCO World Heritage List, a measure extended in the 1990s to the territory included in the wall. Gianicolensi, the founding site of the European Economic Community and
Euratom[16] is also home to the headquarters of three United Nations organizations: the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the World Food Programme (WFP). A panoramic view of Rome from the dome of the San Pietro Territorio. The seven hills and Septimontium, a large municipal
land, have a total area that has been abandoned for centuries, mostly swamps and is not suitable for agriculture and does not belong to any municipality: it has an area of 1287.36 km², it is largest in Italy and one of the largest capitals in Europe. [18] Population density is not very high due to the presence of green space scattered throughout the municipality:
Rome represents the western world for the vastness of the countryside that dominates the city and the relationship between the city and the countryside. Rome is also an Italian municipality with the highest number of neighboring municipalities. 29 (excluding the caves of the Vatican) The land where the city was built and developed has a history of geological
complexity: the latest surface consists of pyrosis material produced by now-extinct volcanoes that surround areas of the city towards the southeast, the Lazio volcano in the current Albany Mountains, and to the northwest Sabitini Mountains between 600 000 and 300 of these deposits, most of the area's hillside relief will occur. Later, the river activities of Tiber
and Aniene contributed to the erosion of relief and precipitation, which is the current territorial characteristics. Pine trees in the country, the trees stand out in the city, Villa Doria Pamphili, the territory of Rome, so it has a different natural landscape and environmental characteristics: relief of mountains and hills (including seven historic hills). The Tiber River
plains and tributes of conversos, Lakes Bracciano and Martignano and all that. River island (tiberina island) the sandy coast of lido di Ostia, Tyrrhenian Sea Earthquake Classification: [20] Zone 2B (the average earthquake includes the territory areas of municipalities IV, V, VI, VI, VII, VIII and IX); Zone 3A (low earthquakes include municipal territory areas I, II,
III, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XV); The historic centres also include The Gianicolo, Pincio and Vatican mountains, as well as the artificial relief of Monte Testaccio and Monte Giordano outside the walls, with higher hills, including Monte Mario (which is 139 meters high, the most impressive relief in Rome, where you can enjoy one of the most beautiful city views).
In addition to the Tiber, it is also crossed by Aniene north of the current urban territory and by small streams such as Almone and many moats or conversos of Roman Agro, Rome City Hall X overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea (Rome is the largest coastal municipality in Europe, with a coastline of about 20 km[21]). Each climate is listed in the category:Rome
Monte Mario Climate, which is home to one of Rome's weather stations, according to the classification of the climate of Köppen, Rome belongs to the Csa Belt. The city's climate maintains a relatively gentle regime throughout the year, in addition to excessive summer, a feature that makes it accessible to all seasons. Mid-rainy season, although it is
moderately rainy, but most pleasant. Autumn is much warmer than spring, which still suffers from winter langoustines. 30°C Roman summer is already very hot. The center of Rome, about 25 km from the Tyrrhenian coast in summer, the influence of the Tyrrhenian Sea is most noticeable on the western slopes of the city, with the delicate zebra Ponentino
characteristics blowing from west to east, inhibiting excessive global warming on a summer afternoon and relieving discomfort. The situation in the center is partially reached by ponentino due to its strong urbanity, where temperatures can save up to 3°/4°C rather than the west. In summer, a combination of humidity and high temperatures combined with the
penetration of fresh air from the northwest can cause rare thunderstorms. But severe; The situation lasted until October, where the infiltration of more cold air was met with sweltering seas. During the rest of the year, dry periods intersperse with moderate rainy periods, with highs in November, December and April. Average annual rainfall was around 800 mm
in 30 years from 1971 to 2000. They usually occur in case of cold air exploding from the Rhône valley or Russia. However, often low mattress sleet occurs without accumulation due to low temperatures that the city can reach, especially at night. For example, data will be provided for Roma Urbe's weather station (period 1971-2000), Roma Erbe (1971-2000)
the month of The Gen Feb Mar Mag Mag Lug Ago Set Ott Nov Dic InvPriEst Aut T.max. Average (°C) 12,614,016,518,923,928,131,531,527,522,416,513,213,319,830,422,121.4 T. 2,12,74,74,36,810,814,316,917,314,310,55,83,12,67,316,210,29,1 .max. Absolute (°C)
20.2(1994)23.6(1990)27.0(1981)28.3(1981)1977)33.1(1977)36.8(1982)40.0(1)1983)39.6(2000)37.6(1982) (1982) 31.4(1995)26.0(1992)22.8(1989)23,633,140,037,640.6 0 T Min Min Absolute (°C) −9.8(1985)−6.0(1975)−6.0(1987)−2.5(1995)3.7(1995)6.2(1975)9.8(199) 1)8.6(1975)8)5.4(1971)−2.7(1971)−7.2(1973)−5.4(1980)−9.8−6,06,2−7,29,200, ≥8
019232370000155763 Frost Day (Tmin ≤ 0 °C) 973000000272330228 Rain (mm) 69,575,859,076,249,140,9,984,428 9,984,422 9,984,422 9,795,828 107,010,4224,795,828,828,7798,7798,778,828 Rainy Day 878964236899242392379 Fog Day 5433210014551481103 Average Relative Humidity (%) In addition to Urbe, the most important official weather
station in Rome is: Rome's Rome Monte Mario Meteorological Station of Rome Ciampino Meteorological Station of rome Fiumicino climate classification, Fiumicino: Zone D, 1415 GG, the origin of the name on the name of Rome has been given several assumptions; The name may come from Rome, the daughter of Italo (or the telefo's son of Hercules). The
wife of Aenea or his son Ascanius; [25]; by Romano, son of Odyssey and Circe; by Romeo, the son of Hemation, whom diomedes brought from Troy; by Romide, a Latin lliler, who expelled Etruscans from the region; from Rommy and Romos (Romulus and back). The twin sons of Ascanius, the founder of the city, from Rumon or Rumen, the archaeological
name of the Tiber, have roots similar to the Greek verb έω (rhèo) and the Latin verb, which means flow; [29] Or even the tiber's arches in front of them; (rhṓmē), which refers to the strength in Greek, from Rome, a Trojan girl who knows the art of magic, which we find in the poetry's writings. From Amor, that is, the word Rome reads from right to left: the
interpretation is by the Byzantine writer Giovanni Lido, who lived between the 5th and 6th centuries. It is defined as excellent, in fact: Urbs / Urbe (Latin: city), because in ancient times the word Urbs identified Rome, which is considered the excellence of the city. Caput fidei (Latin: the capital of faith) and the holy city because Rome for centuries was the main
seat of the power of the Catholic Church (which is often referred to as the Roman Catholic Church); Water towns or even regina aquarum for water pipes and springs for biological relationships with the Tiber and for the availability of water in general. Caput mundi (Latin: capital of the world) Described by the increasing expanse of the Roman Empire, Rome is
one of the most influential cities in history, originating from the phrase pharsalia by Marco Anneo Lucano that reads: Ipsa, the city's most influential city. Caput Mundi, bellorum maxima merces, Roma capi facilis (Rome) Urbs Aeterna (Latin: Eternal City), which comes from the phrase in the book Elegies by Albio Tibullo: Romulus aeternae nondum formaverat
urbis/ moenia (no Romulus raised the wall of the eternal city yet) history the same topic in detail: the history of Rome[34] Ancients the same topics in detail: ancient Rome, Roman history, foundation, Rome, the royal era of Rome, the Roman Republic and the Roman Empire. David, the oath of Horatis, was established traditionally by Romulus on April 21, 753
bc.C.[35] Rome was ruled for 244 years by the monarchy, with the early kings of Latin and Sabine origins, and later Tradition passes down the seven kings: Romulus. [36] Was expelled from the town of King Etruscan last and established the Republic of Oligliark .C. In 509 BC, for Rome began a period marked by internal battles between Patricia and the
plebeian and by the ongoing war with other Italian populations: Etruscans, Capenati, Falisci, Latin, Volcano, Equi. After becoming the mistress of Lazio, Rome led several wars (with the Gauls, Osco-Samnites and the Greek colony of Tarantomi, allied with the Pyrrhus, king of Epirus), that allowed her to conquer the Italian peninsula from The center of Magna
Graecia 3rd and 2nd centuries BC.C was marked by the Roman conquest of the Mediterranean and east, due to the Third Punic War (264–146.C BC) fought against the city of Carthage and the Third Macedonian War (212-168 BC.C.) with the first Roman province established: Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica, Macedonia, Greece. [38] There were numerous
revolutions, conspiracies, civil wars and dictatorships: these were centuries of Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus, Jugurta, Quintus Lutatius Catulus, Gaius Marius, Lucius Cornelius Silla, Marcus Aemilius Lepid, Julius Caesar founded the second triumvirate together with Mark Antony and Lepid, in 27.C BC became a civitatis prince and was given the title. .C [41]
The territory of the Empire ranges from the Atlantic to the Persian Gulf. From the south central of the United Kingdom to Egypt. [42] Flavia (which was the construction of a homogeneous amphitheatre known as the Colosseum)[43] and the Anthonys. It was also distinguished by the spread of Christianity, preached in Judea by Jesus Christ in the first half of
the first century (under Tiberius) and published by his apostles in most empires. In the third century at the end of the Severy dynasty, The royal crisis began, followed by a period of military anarchy. When Diocletian came to power (284), the situation in Rome was deadly: the barbarians had been pressured by the border for decades, the province was ruled
by a corrupt man. To manage the empire better, Diocletian divided into two parts: he became August of the East (a resident of Nicomedia) and appointed Valerius Maximian Augustus of the West, moved the residence of the empire to Mediolanum. The death of Julius Caesar by Vincenzo Camuccini, a decisive turning point, happened to Constantine, who,
after many internal battles, centralized power again and with it. Edict of Milan's 313 said: Christians are committed to providing stability to new religions. He built several cathedrals, handed over civil power over Rome to Pope Sylvester I and founded the new capital, Constantinople, in the east of the Empire. Christianity became the official religion of the
empire, too. The edict was issued in 380 by Theodosius, the last emperor of the unified empire: in his death, in fact, his sons Arcadius and Honorius divided the empire. The capital of the Western Roman Empire became Ravenna. Rome, which no longer played a role in the imperial administration, was expelled by the Visigoths under Alaric (410); re-
decorated by the construction of sacred buildings by the Pope (with the cooperation of the emperor). City under new sack in 455 by Geiseric King of vandalism The restoration of Rome was overseen by Pope Leo I (Defensor Urbis for persuading Attila, in 452, not attacking Rome) and his heirs Ilario, but in 472 cities were expelled for the third time in a few
decades (by Ricimer and Anicius Olybrius). Medievals subject the same topics in detail: medieval Rome, Roman Dutchie and Papal state. The coronation of Charlemagne, with the end of the Western Roman Empire for Rome, began a period marked by the presence of barbarism in Italy, and above all by the confirmation of the Church (with the pope at the
head) that replaced the Empire and threw bridges to join ancient times with the New World. Many battles within the city and Europe do not allow the establishment of a continuous political structure in Rome, through many forms of government: it was dominated by goth first, then by byzantine. During this time it was confirmed to the existence of the Roman
Dutch, which corresponded to the towns and territories around it. In the 756 defeat of King Lombard Aistulf, Pepin the Short, King of the Franks, the land donor who conquered Pope Stephen II, gave birth to Patrimonium Sancti Petri, the state of Papa, where Rome became the capital. On Christmas Day, Eva 800, Pope Leo III crowned Emperor Charles
Magne in st. Peter's basilica in the Vatican, thus establishing the Roman Carolinian/Holy: Rome is not the capital (located in Achen), but serves as the religious center of the new state. The Fire of Borgo at Leo IV (Fresco by Raphael) was in the mid-9th century Pope Leo IV after the invasion of Saracens in 846, with Civitas Leonina (corresponding to the city
of Affirm the political power assumed by the pontiffs is protected by the noble family. The latter also strengthen their habitat until they become a real castle: it was between 1100 and 1200, when Rome established a relationship with a municipality located nearby. Around the mid-12th century, Roman citizens established consular municipalities (which took
place in the Capitol). It is a rival of the Palestinian Authority and the independence of the lords. During this time, Rome was joined by a new and effective defense system. Rome, the political center of the world, thanks to the birth of the Pope, was confirmed as the papa city when Boniface VIII was first announced. Jubilee (an event that brought about two
million pilgrims into the city); Three years later, the founding of Studium Urbis, but when Pope Clement V retired to Avignon in 1309, Rome was ruled by a noble family in an ongoing struggle with each other: the city was defeated, and in the fifteenth century registered only 20,000 people, a radical transition in medieval Rome started by Pope Nicholas V, who
decided to create a new center of Rome, which was the center of a different Christian faith from the epicenter of ancient times. He moved from Lateran and conceived the idea of the reconstruction of St. Peter's Basilica:[61] From that time around four centuries Rome was under complete rule of modern pontiffs Rudolf Wiegmann, St. Peter and Castel
SantAngelo, 1834, after the Lutheran Reformation (1517) and the sack of Rome by Lanzichenecchi of Emperor Charles V in 1527, the city became a fulcrum of opposition reform initiated by the Trent Council in the papal absolutism, albeit from that moment. The Baroque era was dominated by the great urban renewal of the city, both by the nobles and the
powerful cardinal families, who built new homes in the center and in the hills, and by the pontiffs, the true architects of the wonderful work of the city's architectural, cultural and economic modernity was Pope Sigma. In 1626, the new St. Peter's Basilica in the Vatican was unveiled as a symbol of Palestinian rule. Papal's abandonment was only interrupted
when the turmoil created by the French Revolution led on February 15, 1798, to the declaration of the Roman Republic, and the captivity of Pope Pius VI, a new form of government lasting only one year, but with the advent of Napoleon. Rome became part of the First French Empire (1808), with an important symbolic role to establish the position of King
Rome for his heirs. Napoleon himself commissioned the artist Antonio Canova to improve the city, following his order of archaeological excavations (especially at the Roman Forum), led by the French Quatremère de Quincy. At the end of the Napoleonic era, despite being occupied by Joachim Murat in November 1813, Pope Pius VII returned to Rome in
1814, restoring the temporary power of Palestine, as boycotted by the Vienna Congress. The contemporary Vittoriano, as seen from Piazza Venezia, Rome, is the only city in Italy with no specific memories of the municipality. That city is designated as the capital of the great state (Cavour, address of the Turin parliament, March 25, 1861) the temporary
restoration of the pope's power lasted a few decades, suffering the effects of Risorgimento Italy. After the movement of 1848, after the escape of Pope Pius IX to the kingdom of two Sicily in 1849, the Second Roman Republic was founded by the triumvirate of Carlo Armellini, Giuseppe Mazzini and Aurelio Saffi, it lasted only a few months, despite the
protection brought by Giuseppe Garibaldi on Janiculum, due to the french army intervention of Louis Napoleon Bolparti. In 1861, after the Italian unity sealed by Cavour, the pressure began on Italy's first king, Victor Emmanuel II, with Pius IX, who was repeatedly invited out of his temporary domain. Several attempts (including Garibaldi himself to stop at
Mentana) to force rome's annexation to the Kingdom of Italy were also useless, and the situation remained unchanged until the fall of Napoleon III in 1870, on September 20, bersaglieri was ordered by General Raffaele Cadorna to open a violation in the circle of the wall near Porta Pia and into Rome Pius IX closed himself in the Vatican Palace, declaring
himself a political prisoner. Rome, through its plebiscite on October 2, was annexed to the Kingdom of Italy, where it became the capital on February 3, 1871, Anita Ekberg in Federico Fellini's La dolce vita, the first decade of the new capital saw a wonderful building fermentation, with the construction of most of the space surrounded within the walls to
damage the large pre-existing villas such as Villa Ludovisi, both for public buildings and ministries, and for the new. Urban expansion occurred alongside an influx of many new residents, which exceeded half a million in the early 20th century, but it was also the cause of the Roman bank financial scandal. A plaque dedicated to Fellini on Via Veneto,



reminiscent of the moment of dolce vita after The First World War, the city found itself in a climate of unrest and political uncertainty that in 1922 favored the rise of benito Mussolini (October 28, marching on Rome). During the fascist era, Rome was the center of a radical urban revolution that was preferred and operated by Mussolini himself: duce. มีอาคารยุค
กลางและยุคฟนฟูศิลปวิทยาหลายแหงรื้อถอนเพื่อใหสามารถเปดถนนขนาดใหญบางสาย (ผาน dei Fori Imperiali ผาน del Teatro di Marcello และผาน della Conciliazione) และการแยกของอนุสาวรียโบราณ (Mausole ยานใหม (รวมถึงแฮมเล็ต) และโครงสรางใหมก็เกิดเชนกันเชน EUR (สรางขึน้ในโอกาสงานแสดงสินคาสากลของกรุงโรมในป 1942 แตไมเคยเกิดขึน้เน่ืองจาก
การระบาดของสงคราม) เมืองสวน Aniene เมืองมหาวิทยาลัยฟอรัม Mussolini และ Cinecittà ดวยการลงนามในขอตกลง Lateran เมื่อวันที่ 11 กุมภาพันธ ค.ศ. 1929 รัฐอิสระแหงนครวาติกันแหงใหมกอตัง้ขึน้โดยมีเขตอํานาจเหนือเนินเขาสัญญาในภายหลังและคุณสมบัติภายนอกอื่น ๆ ในป ค.ศ. 1940 อิตาลีเขาสูสงครามโลกครัง้ที่ 2[72] ซึง่ไมไดเกี่ยวของโดยตรงกับกรุงโรมจน
กระทั่งเปนผลมาจากแนวโนมที่ไมเอื้ออํานวยของแกนเมื่อวันที่ 19 กรกฎาคม 1943 มันเปนเรื่องของการทิง้ระเบิดอยางหนักโดยกองทัพอากาศพันธมิตรที่ทําใหเกิดการเสียชีวิตของผูคนกวา 3,000 คนในซานลอเรนโซ, tiburtino, prenestino, casilino, labicano, tuscolano และ nomentano หลังจากการจับกุมของ Mussolini เมื่อวันที่ 25 กรกฎาคมและกองทัพเมื่อวันที่ 8 กันยายนกรุง
โรมถูกครอบครองโดยนาซีแมจะมีความพยายามที่จะปกปองตัวเองใกลกับ Porta San Paolo และ Montagnola และแมวามันจะไดรับการประกาศใหเปนเมืองเปด ในเกาเดือนของการประกอบอาชีพเมืองเปนฉากของการเนรเทศของชาวยิวโรมันเมื่อวันที่ 16 ตุลาคม 1943 การโจมตี Wehrmacht โดยความตานทานโรมันเชนที่เกิดขึน้บนถนนราเซลลาและการสังหารหมูโดยนาซีเปน
Fosse Ardeatine เพียงเพื่อปลดปลอยในที่สุดโดยพันธมิตรเมื่อวันที่ 4 มิถุนายน 1944 หลังจากสงครามสิน้สุดลงกรุงโรมหลังจากการลงประชามติของ 2 และ 3 มิถุนายน 1946 กลายเปนเมืองหลวงของสาธารณรัฐอิตาลีที่เพิ่งเกิดขึน้ใหม In the 1950s and 1960s, the city developed in cities and populations, and starting from the Jubilee of the 1950s it became one of the most
sought-after attractions, becoming one of the world's capitals of fun and cinema, thanks to many established film writers. In the 1950s and 1960s it was remembered as a time of dolce vita. By Federico Fellini in the film of the same name. Rome, which became one of the international capitals of cinema, often has the most important character of the
international jet series, which meets in the place of Via Veneto, while at the same time becoming one of the center of Italian haute couture, with the opening of a boutique of big brands on Via dei Condotti through Borgognona and through Frattina. A new Termini station was built and new infrastructure was built (including the first part of the Metro network and
the Grande Raccordo Anulare) and sports facilities for the Olympics that Rome hosted in 1960 on March 25, 1957. Today, Rome, Italy's most populous city and largest, serves as the center of national political life and the center of Catholicism. As the capital changed from municipality to metropolitan area, it became a major city. It enjoys special administrative
powers, symbolizing the same topic in detail: the coat of arms of Rome. The coat of arms of the municipality, the description of the mantle of the Municipality of Rome, is contained in the first article of municipal law:[76] The municipal emblem consists of a purple-pinned plaque with a Greek golden cross placed on the head on the right, followed by the
uppercase letters of gold S. P. R., five of which can be seen» The Capitoline Wolf, the symbol of rome's other iconic city, in addition to the municipal robe of the arm, is a Capitoline wolf, a bronze statue depicted in the legendary wolf that placed the Romulus twins and the back; the colosseum of the world's largest Roman amphitheater recognized in 2007 as
one of the seven wonders of the modern world (unique in Europe); The dome of St. Peter's Basilica in vatican city, which dominates the entire city and is a symbol of the Christian world. The symbol of the city during ancient times was the imperial eagle, military performance; The city's motto is SPQR, Latin Senatus PopulusQue Romanus (Senate and
Romans), which in ancient times identified two classes that were the foundation of Roman society, of Patricia and plebeian. [82]: The fourth city of 27 decorated with gold coins is the benemerite of the National Risorgimento for the highly patriotic acts carried out by the city of Risorgimento. To commemorate the heroic actions taken by Roman citizens and
Roman forces in the campaign of 1848 and in the defence of Rome of 1849. Led by Tito Speri - who was hanged in Belfiore in 1853 - the insurgents seized the city, but at the end of the fierce resistance that earned Brescia the name of the Lioness of Italy, they surrendered to Austrian forces on April 2 — April 21, April 18. Via dei Fori Imperiali, the scene of
the military parade of June 2, the gold medal of the Valor soldiers in the glorious meriggio of the Risorgimento National 9 February 1849, the best Italian youth sprinted to death in the stands of the Roman Republic of Rome, inspired by the Apostles of Giuseppeini unity and led by national heroes. Rome fought against the fierce forces of four armies, while the
Constitutional Assembly enacted legislation under fire, renewing rifles for a short but shining period of military kudos and civil virtues that the city's millennial history of eternity was a point. For the wonderful epic of 1849, Rome became the epicenter and the flame of Italy's hope sparked a national redemption approach. In the century of heroes' events on
Capitoline Hill, the banner of the Republic flew the people of Rome, in which the father's latest tragedy, life, memorable hours of martyrdom and resurrection, summed up the heroic oath of every city you feel. [83] In the midst of the misfortune of cooperating in italy's redemption, 1849 - 1949.» — February 7, 1949.[83] amid the city decorated with military
courage for the Liberation War. She received a gold medal of the soldier valor for the sacrifices suffered by her people, including the explosion and massacre of Ardeatine Hole and for her activities in opposition to Partisan during World War II. The gold medal of the Valor Eternal City soldiers, then the center and spirit of Italian hope in the short and
extraordinary time of the second Roman Republic, for 271 days as opposed to the occupation of bloodthirsty and oppressed enemies with very severe suffering. Many times, Rome in the existence of millennials suffered from the invasion of the invaders. But never, like in those days, people showed solidarity, courage, determination. In the fierce resistance of
civilians and soldiers in Porta San Paolo in the tragic round of Jews and quadraro in the martyrdom of Fosse Ardeatine and Forte Bravetta in the reckless acts of the Partisan guerrilla war in the most enduring feces of the most brutal torture in the prisons of Via Tasso and most. The executions of severe destruction suffered, partisans, patriots and the entire
population redeemed Italy from fascist dictatorships and Nazi occupation. A proud example of heroes for all the towns and villages that occupied Rome began to oppose and war on national freedom in historical and political missions as the capital of Italy, 9 September 1943 to 4 June 1944' — July 16, 2018[84] The same monuments and attractions in detail:
7.8 ancient monuments in this place, the history of the world, all of which I am linked to, and I am born for the second time to rise to the day I actually set my feet in Rome. His beauty lifted me little by little to their height (Johann Wolfgang von Gother, Italienische Reise, 1813–1817). Rome presents itself as the result of the constant overlap of architectural and
urban testimony of different centuries in a unique relationship, and suggests that the complex relationships that the city has always established with the past in the alternation of chaotic development, periods of decadence, rebirth and contemporary efforts to modernize urban fabrics. Rome is the world's most monumental city, both in absolute sense[85] and in
terms of density or relative to the surface (monuments per square meter). Religious architecture the same topic in detail: the religious architecture of Rome and the church of the Rome Pantheon, the Santa Maria ad Martyres Casa delle Vestali San Giovanni in Laterano San Pietro in the Vatican, the religious architecture of Rome is a fundamental part of the
monumental heritage of the City of Capitoline: they symbolize the cultural, social and artistic significance of religious elements throughout the history of Rome. The most important sacred building of antiquity is the temple: they do not gather a place for the faithful, but only a cult image of the idols they devote. There are hundreds of Christian churches and
their history is linked to the city's religious, social and artistic history. The cathedral is St. John Lateran Basilica, one of the four Patriotic Cathedrals or Papal, along with St. Peter's Basilica in vatican city, St. Paul's Cathedral, outside the walls, and St. Mary Major Cathedral. The four basila is part of what is known as a seven-church tour where pilgrims have to
walk and in one day. The other three churches that are part of the itinerary are the San Lorenzo Furi Le Mura Cathedral, The Basilica of Santa Croz in Jerusalem and The Basilica of San Sebastián Ori le Mura. Rome is the most visited city. Churches in the World,[88][89] The Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore Basilica of San Paolo fuori le mura between 1984
and 1992 in the Parioli district, the largest mosque in Europe, was built occupying an area of 34,000 square meters; in the Jewish ghetto was rome's main temple, which was completed in the early twentieth century. There are also many religious architectures of the ritual: in Rome there are about sixty catacombs of Christian tombs during the first centuries
after Christ. The tombs, tombs of special monuments adorn the consular streets (especially Via Appia), there is no lack of hypogea necropolis tombs and pyramid-shaped tombs modeled after the Egyptian people. Civilian architecture threads the same topics in detail: the civilian architecture of Rome, the villa of Rome, the fountain of Rome and the bridge of
Rome, the Colosseum, Piazza del Campidoglio, quirinal palace, the Trevi Fountain, Palazzo della Civiltà, Italian Arro di Costantino Il MAXXI, the 21 century art museum; By Zaha Hadid, the Ara Pacis Museum by Richard Mesier's Palace of Civil Architecture of Rome, the fair consists of hundreds of buildings and other monuments that come with the city's
history of about 28th century: from arx capitolina and domus of ancient Rome to the state palaces of the Middle Ages, from the luxurious villas of papal Rome to modern construction such as the Palazzo Civil dellat. Piazza del Campidoglio is home to the Senatorio Palace, the representative seat of Rome's Capitol, palazzo dei Conservatori and Palazzo
Nuovo, two locations of the Capitoline Museum, the city's many historic palaces, including the seats of the noble families, cardinals and papats that use their power to and from Rome, such as Palazzo Venezia, The Palazzo, The Great Palace, and the City's Historic Palace. After the annexation of Rome to the Kingdom of Italy, many palaces were used as the
seats of various organs of regional and national provincial governments, such as the Quirinal Palace, the current seat of the Republic president. Palazzo Madame Tussauds sits in the Senate of the Republic of Palazzo Montecitorio, the seat of the Palazzo Chiki Chamber of Commerce, the seat of the Italian government, Palazzo Valentini, the seat of the
Rome Palazzo Koch, the seat of the Bank of Italy, Palazzo della Consulta, the seat of the Constitutional Court. The Palace of Justice (Palazzaccio), the seat of the Supreme Court of Cassation and the ministerial palace. There are also many villas and gardens that are part of the former lofty house, starting from The city park is owned by a prominent figure of
ancient Rome (horti), the largest villa in the city is Villa Doria Pamphilj, the city's largest villa. Throughout the centuries, Rome is home to hundreds of theaters (the oldest in masonry is pompey's theatre, and you can mention others in the Marcellus and Ostia theatres) and other playful buildings such as the musical troupe (most famously Circus Maximus,
which can host about 250,000 people), which has become a symbol of the city and its own amphitheatre). Rome is also rich in fountains and aqueducts: among the fountains, most monuments were built by the Pope in the early modern era, with trevi fountains, fountains of water of joy (or Moses), four fountains, barcaccia fountains, three fountains of Piazza
Navona (Quattro Fiumi, Moro and Neptune). The Water Pipe was built in ancient times: their total length came to measure about 350 km; in the modern era, the pope was re-established and built more. The last was built during the twentieth century for the city's increasing water demand. Rome's main water pipes are: Felice water pipes, Acqua Paola
aqueduct, Acqua Pia Antica Marcia, The Peschiera-Capore water pipe and appio-Alessandrino water pipes. The Tiber and The Aniene Rivers, which crosses the city, were crossed over more than thirty bridges: in 28 urban areas across the Tiber (including the ancient Milvio Bridge, Ponte Sant'Angelo, Ponte Sisto and Fabricio Bridge), while 5 was built for
crossing. Aniene's includes the Nomentano Bridge, contemporary architecture consisting of the Renzo Piano Parco della Musica auditorium, MAXXI's Zaha Hadid, THE MACRO's Odile Decq, the Ara Pacis Museum and the Jubilee Church of Richard Meier, the Roma Convention Center of Massimiliano Fuksas (Clouds). Among the many monumental tombs
that exist in the city are the most important: verano's monumental tombs, prima porta's tombs and The Acattolic Tombs of Rome. Military architecture is the same topic in detail: the military architecture of Rome's Ponte Sant'Angelo, which leads to a castle of the same name is La Piramide Cestia and Sao Paulo's military architecture dates back to the
legendary origins of the city, when Romulus will build the walls of Rome Square to mark the sacred border of urbs (pomerium) and play an important role in the history of the city, determine the development and protection of Porta Maggiore in history, have created five different defense systems: after the wall. The Surrey people (later rebuilt in the Republican
era), aurelian, leonine (medieval around the Vatican and Boko) and Gianicolensi (the 17th century around Trastevere and Janiculum), circled the main walls of the city, built by emperor Aurelian, still largely and separated historically. Originally about 19 km long with 18 doors, most of which opened on consular roads: among the most impressive, even today,
Porta Maggiore, now Porta San Sebastiano and Porta San Paolo, Rome is the only capital in Europe that preserves almost all the circuits of the walls. Another striking image of medieval Rome and Roman agriculture is that buildings and castles are often built on ancient ruins, the residence of the powerful baron family that occupied the city between the 10th
and 14th centuries; Gregoroviese claimed that in medieval Rome there were about 900 buildings, mostly falling in the second half of the thirteenth century, at the dawn of Senator Ghibelline Brancaleone de Andglialò; About 50 remain today, including in the historic center of the Millitia Tower, the Argentine tower, the Caetani Tower, Torre dei Capocci, Torre
dei Conti, Tor Sanguigna and Torre della Moletta, and outside the Tor de' Schiavi Center, the Centocelle Tower, Pignattara tor, and three tor heads, among the castles still being Castel Sant'Angelo, built by the pope in control of the city on the right side of the Tiber, Caeetani on the ancient Appia, castia, ancient. Rocca di Ostia in Ostia Antica, the castle of
Cecchignola, the castle of Magliana, the castle of Isola Farnese, Corcolle Castle, Casal de Pazzi, the castle of Lunghezza, the castle. The streets and squares the same topics in detail: The Odonitimia of Rome, Piazza di Spagna Piazza Navona Piazza San Pietro, and the colony of Bernini Colonna by Marco Aurelio, Piazza Colonna, Rome's main square,
born during the Renaissance or baroque era, tend to testify to the creative ability of the ideals of life between harmony, humanity and supernatural thought. Among the most famous Roman squares are Piazza di Spagna, Piazza Navona, Piazza del Popolo, Piazza della. Piazza Venezia, Piazza Colonna, Piazza Farnese, largo di Torre Argentina, Campo de'
Fiori and Piazza San Pietro in the main streets of Via del Corso, Via del Babuino and Via di Ripetta, which formed Trident via dei Fori Imperiali, originally via dell'Impero; via Vorioitt Veneto, made famous in the 1960s; via dei Condotti, the main shopping street; via Margutta, the way of artists; via The Nazion Built-in Harmony after the Vatican; Rome is a city
that retains most obelisks: many date back to the Imperial era when obelisks were transported directly from Egypt; others were made by the Romans, who used granite as well as Egyptians. Most have been re-established by Pope Sixtus V.[96] Piazza del Popolo Piazza della Repubblica in the evenings since ancient times, the square streets and buildings of
Rome are adorned with many statues (horse riding, standing statues, statues sitting chest). In ancient times, they were attributed to almost mystical powers, able to protect the Romans and represent the congregation of gods. What is special and features is the six talking statues (including Pasquino and the statue of Babuino), in which people in a
complacent and oblique way express their irrationality towards those who hold power in the city. The Roman Forum ruins, the baths of Caracalla for the vastness of the site and the archaeological discovery of Rome are a true open-air museum. The cradle of Rome's history is Palatine Hill, which is located at the Roman Forum, the Imperial Forum and trajan
market, which is home to the political, economic, religious and social life of the ancient world. Not far away is the Colosseum, a monument to the symbols of ancient Rome. On nearby Opium Hill is the remains of Domus Aurea, nero's golden home. The action from Piazza Venezia to the Tiber is Crypta Balbi (part of balbo's ancient theatre), the Borio Forum,
the Marcellos Theatre, with the temples of the San Omobano area and the Olirio Forum and the holy area outside Torre, Argentina (where Caesar was killed). Other archaeological sites in the city are the underground cathedral of Porta Maggiore, the baths of Caracalla, [102] the baths of the Diocletian, the baths of Titus, the mitreus of San Clemente, the
auditorium of Mecenate, the Stadium of Domitian, the remains of the Ludus Magnus, the ears of Hadrian and the Roman houses of Celio, the bottom of the Saints cathedral. And Paul. Outside the city there are excavations of Ostia; Cecilia Metella's tomb, the adjacent villas of Maxentius, Castro Caetani, the Tomb of Scipios and quintili's villa on Appia Antica;
Livia's villa in Prima Porta. Each of the natural areas is listed in the category: The protected natural areas of Rome Capitol Lake and esculapio temples in the gardens of Villa Borghese, a series of free green spaces covering a total area of 86,000 hectares, 67% of the 128 500 hectares of the capital city of Rome, make it the most green European city in the
most green city. These include protected nature areas, which have rich habitats for plants and plant species, including 19 lands and one marine park of paterno dry turtles, the protected area was recently established, which began with the establishment of pineto regional urban parks in 1987, and the Next Year's Appia Regional Nature Park, in 1997. In
addition to The Appia Antica Nature Reserve, Marcigliana Nature Reserve, Decima-Malafede Nature Reserve, Litorale Romano Nature Reserve, Aniene Valley Nature Reserve, Insughera Nature Reserve and Monte Mario Nature Reserve, which add parks within Rome's villas and urban parks (such as Parco degli Acquedotti), specific green areas are for
botanical gardens and rose gardens, while on most peripheries there are mostly farmland. The vast, partly flat and hilly part of rome is called agroromano, unlike the Roman countryside in terms of its contents in municipal territory. For example, the typical colosseum area is a cat declared since 2001 the cultural heritage of Rome[110] (the only example in
Italy of such measures). There are about 300,000 Roman cats, about 120,000 live in houses, and the rest are stray, divided into at least 400 cat colonies called free habitats (supplied by Law No. 281 of 1991 and regional law number 34 from 1997), and most romans. Women take care of it, so the word gattare to identify them. [113] The group released a new
group of 10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 Rome has for years been the Italian city with the largest number of these birds, which have colonized the urban environment since the first postwar period, after the destruction of many peripheral wetlands, searching for few predators and easy shelter. The first areas these birds occupied were the
green areas of Palazzo Venezia, Villa Torlonia and Piazza Cavour, followed in the 1970s by Villa Ada, Villa Pamphilj via Venti Settembre, Viale Trastevere and Via Appia Nuova. In the evacuation season, they cause their injections, a lot of problems. In recent decades, there have been more and more imported tropical species, such as the Parakeet monks.
[116] The demographic evolution of society is the same topic in detail: Rome's population data, with a population of more than 2,879,000, Rome is italy's most populous municipality. In the context of the EUROPEAN Union, Rome municipalities ranked third in terms of population after Berlin and Madrid, including passers-by, soldiers, students, Vatican
nationals, politicians and diplomats, the total number of rome residents on a normal working day reached a figure of about 4 000 000 people. Pre-Unity residents of Italy (in the thousands) Registered Residents (In thousands)[118] As of December 31, 2019, there were 378 776,[120] equal to 13% of the population, a small increase since 2010. Meanwhile, a
significant increase in the past year from 169,000 in 2000 (6% of the population) to 346,000 in 2010 (12%), an increase of 126% between 2000 and 2018 [121] foreigners came from 187 different states (including 3 Vatican citizens), 13.35% of the total population. The largest community is Romania 90 363 Philippines 41 804 Bangladesh 32 367 China 19 263
Ukraine 15 222 Peru 12 800 Egypt 11 61 5 Poland 11 578 India 11 198 Sri Lanka 1001 SENATVS · POPVLVSQUE · Latin is the first language of Rome. It through the evolution and transformation of the city, for example, at first, speaking only in the city and latium vetus (with a few dialect variables, such as in Falerii and Preneste), it was under the influence
of Etruscan, and especially Greek. And throughout the empire, until it suffered together with political institutions, which was the stage of decline. In the Middle Ages, it was confirmed as the official language of the Church of Rome and as the cultured and foreign language of Western Europe. Alberto Sordi, one of the main representatives of Romanity The
idiom, is commonly used by the population, apart from the official Italian language, romanesque, which, like most Italians, does not have official status. Originally built in the Middle Ages, it involved southern languages and then gained the cultural influence of Florentine during the Renaissance, which made it similar to the Tuscan language. Romanesque, as
with all languages, then evolved over the years (Giuseppe Gioachino Belli, in the first half of the nineteenth century, used language patterns not used by Trilussa in the early twentieth century), and since the early twentieth century it has also spread to other areas of Lazio as a result of population growth. Among the major literary works in the Romanesque
language, in addition to the poets mentioned, Gioachino Belli and Trilussa, Cesare Pascarella, Giuseppe Berneri, Filippo Chiappini, Crescenzo Del Monte, many actors were involved and participated in the theatrical and film expressions of the Twentieth century Romanesque: among them Aldo Fabrizi, Elena Fabrizi, Alberto Sordi, Nino Manfredi, Gina
Lollobrigida, Magnani Annani, Gigi Proietti, Gabriel Ferrila, Enrico Montesano and Carlo History of the same religion in detail: Roman religion Virgil [here] A glimpse of the concept of Rome as an eternal holy space, then chosen by the legendary gods that were almost unthinkable, before Rome was Rome. Pope Francis' election despite indo-European origins
But The Roman religion is linked to the history and traditions of the city since its origins have its own characteristics due to the historical, legal and general political ideas of Roman society. The deity, unlike the Greek gods, does not exist independently. Religion does not evoke mythical tales or theological reflections, but is a regni tool: then, from the ancient
stages of Roman history, in fact, religious institutions are not different from political ones. The statue of St. Paul, the compact of Rome, in front of St. Peter's Basilica in the Vatican next to major denominations (Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, Vesta, Janus, Mars), anthropomorphized, There are some protective spirits, such as Larry and Paint. The Roman religion is
also characterized by the main cycle of the annual festival, which is specifically linked to the city of Rome. However, with the expansion of new religious empires and many mystical cults spreading to Rome. Especially from the east. In the first century, as was the case in the most important center of the Christian empire, also spread rapidly: initially considered
a Jewish Christian denomination as belonging to all parts of society, there was its own organization (the Congregational Church of God [124]) with the bishop (later called the Pope). He died in Rome as Paul of Tarsus, the apostle of aliens who came to the city to preach about 60: both were patron saints of Rome. After the turn of constantinians of 313 and
the Edict of Thessaly in the 380s, Christians established themselves as the state religion and church of Rome, which held the independence of seeing Peter spiritually and liturgically and establishing ties with prominent political institutions for centuries. Rome has been a centuries-old pilgrimage destination for millions of faithful, the main center of catholicism,
hosted within the Vatican City state, ruled by the Bishop of Rome, who for the use of the Church is always the reigning pope. Roman Catholicism is also the most prevalent of the population, baptized with this confession about 82.0% of the population. The municipal territory of The Rome Capital is mostly of the Diosi of Rome, although a significant portion of
the northwest region falls into the diocese of Porto-Santa Rufina (with the bishops seen in La Storta), the area of Ostia Antica (the seat of the bishop) and part of Casal Palocco in the Diocese of Ostia. Part of Torre Gaia and Borghesiana, in the Diocese of Frascati and the area of San every 25 years or in different years on the anniversary occasion, especially
the Universal Catholic Church is celebrated in Rome, solemnly called and launched by the reigning pope with the ritual of opening the holy door. Pilgrims who crossed them within four major cathedrals have been offered the possibility of salvation and forgiveness for sin. Other religions at synagogue seen from the Marcellos theatre, in addition to Catholicism,
Islam and other Christian creeds, are prevalent in Rome. What's more, from the late Republican era there was a large Jewish community in particular with the Waldensian Evangelical Church with a well-known church in Piazza Cavour and orthodoxy with, in particular, the Church of Russia near the station of Rome's St. Peter. Islam has, as the headquarters
of the city, the mosque of Rome (the largest mosque in the West). Judaism has one of the largest churches in Europe, a great temple. Rome in the ghetto area. Trastevere climb sant'Onofrio, one of the main celebrations of Roman folk traditions, is that from the 15th century to the 19th century, the Roman Carnival was restored by the Municipality of Rome,
although in a completely different form in 2010 its origins can be traced back to Saturn of ancient Rome, characterized by public entertainment, dancing and masking. Carnascialeschi game originated from the 10th century on Mount Testaccio; Meo Patacca and General Mannaggia La Rocca Rome is a city rich in traditions, legends, myths, customs and folk
tales, then from ancient times and throughout the Middle Ages, an era in which many folk tales flourished, in which the religious sphere joined the holy magical world combined with its abundance. Popular culture is a spectacular trastevere ward with narrow alleys, trattorias, medieval churches and Gianicolo hills; it is in Trastevere, where the romanesque folk
museum stands and poets, which house daily papers and Roman traditions, including the watercolor of Ettore Roesler Franz on lost Rome. [131] In Europa, there is a national museum of art and tradition, which brings together popular traditional and folk materials from all over Italy. FaO headquarters in viale delle Terme di Caracalla Do not forget: The
Christmas of Rome on April 21.C. On April 21, he was celebrated with a costume show. Cultural events and playful events May 1, Labor Day: The Unity Trade Union held a free concert in Piazza di Porta San Giovanni in Laterano, which was seen by hundreds of thousands of spectators. Republic Day, June 2; a traditional military parade takes place along
the Via dei Fori Imperiali, which ends in Piazza Venezia at the altar of the Father, St. Peter and Paul, patrons of the city, on June 29. It is celebrated on the first Saturday after July 16 on the anniversary of our Lady of Carmel birthday. The institute, body and city association is the center of many financial institutions (banking and insurance), television
production centers, companies that operate in fashion and advertising, and especially the film industry, thanks to many. Rome is also home to some international agencies of the United Nations, such as: the World Food Programme (WFP); the United Nations Agricultural Organization (FAO); the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), a NATO
defence college located in the city, in addition to treaties established by the EEC and Euratom in 1957. As the capital of Rome, the Region of Lazio and the capital of the Italian Republic, Rome hosted in addition to municipal offices, various offices of regional and national provincial governments, including: general officers of the Italian army, general officers of
the Royal Navy, air force, naval commander, Carabinieri, weapons, italian space agency. The city hospital is run by several hospitals and public and private care centers in the ASL that divides the city. Among the main Roman hospitals are four universities, polyclinics Umberto I (the largest public hospital in Italy[134]), Tor Vergata, Agostino Gemelli (of the
Catholic University) and the large Bio-Medico campus, the complexes of San Camillo-Forlanini and San Giovanni Addolorata, Bambino Gesù children's hospital (belonging to the Vatican). Istituto Superiore di Sanità also operates at the Ministry of Health Policlinico Umberto I (Tiburtino), Polynicico Agostino (Trionfale), Polynicico Tor Vergata, Polyligo Bio-
Medico (Trigoria). Polyc Linico Casilino (Torremora) Polynicico Portunes Luigi di Liegro (Corviel) Polynicico Milita Selio (Selio) Asineda Ospina San Camillo-for Grottarossa Hospital Company San Giovanni Addolorata Hospital (Monti District) Lazzaro Spallanzani Hospital Company (Portuense) Santos Pirit Hospital Carlo Hospital Portuense San Carlo Hospital
In Nancy (Aurelio) San Filipponeri Hospital (Triumph) San Galligano Hospital (Trastvery) Sainte'Eugenio Hospital (EUR) Ifo Regina Elena San Gallicano Hospital – Medica Roma (Pontina-GRA) Fatebenefratelli Hospital (Isola Tiberina) Sandro Hospital Pietralata, Madre Giuseppina Vannini Hospital – Istituto Figlie Di S.Camillo (Torpignattara) Children's
Hospital Women's Hospital (Trastevere) Women's Hospital (Rione Monti) Israel Hospital (Portuense) IRCCS San Raffaele Pisana (Via della Pisana) Hospital Trauma Center Of Andrea Alesini (Ostiense) Dermopathic Institute of the Immaculate Conception (Aurelio) Presidium Giovanista Hospital ICC - Casal Palocco, a number of care institutions are no
longer active, including: the arch of Santos Pirito in Saxony (founded in the Middle Ages, one of the oldest hospitals in the world). San Giacomo degli Incurabili Hospital Carlo Forlanini Hospital Nouveau Regina Margherita Hospital, former Santa Maria della Piazza Hospital and former Lazzaretto of Rome The same crime stories in detail: Banda della
Magleaina Mafia Capital and Clan de Icaza Monica. Villa De Sanctis al Casilino's quality of life, according to a survey conducted by the Rome Municipal Statistics Office in 2007, is a good thing for Roman citizens. However, the capital presents these weaknesses, including traffic, environmental pollution and noise problems caused by increased use of private
transport. [136] The city suffers from the appearance of inappropriate posters and billboards. [137] Another problem with municipal services is sometimes difficult to access, especially for the elderly. Among the positives, the public satisfaction to live in Rome emerges, enjoying the historical and archaeological heritage of the city every day, the beauty of
monuments, art and culture, the mild climate, the proximity to the sea, and the center of Christianity, various opportunities for education and training, different sports facilities and large green spaces. Rome also has negative statistics for hours lost in traffic: it is the second city on earth after Bogota (Colombia) an average of 254 hours each year lost in city
traffic, according to a quality-of-life survey conducted in 2015 by consulting firm Mercer, despite the positive that Rome ranks 52nd, punished by the poorest transport system and trade context, which is still far from ranked 41st in Milan. In 2010, according to the Rome National Police Association, put second behind Milan in the number of crimes against
hundreds of thousands of residents, especially the ones that were critical for apartment theft, car theft, syrup and robbery, while in 2011 it splashed in the head, according to insecurity and degradation in suburban surveys conducted in 2009 by the innovation and social division of sapienza on behalf of the Regional Observatory for safety and legitimacy; one
of the two suburban Romans considered as dangerous, mostly related to crime and road accidents. Most Romans interviewed also know that in the city. It's an unsafe area, which is better not to go. Each cultural education archive and library are named in the category:Library of Rome Pavilion. Sistine, a former seat of the Vatican Library in capacity as italy's
capital, the city has two state archives: the Central Archives of the State, which maintains (with some exceptions). The documents are produced by the organs and offices of the Italian state since the Unity and Archives of the State of Rome. Until 1953, it also served the past. The Vatican also has its headquarters in the Vatican Archives. The city has a wide
range of libraries of various types and sizes. Among the most relevant are: the Angelica Library; the Apostolic Vatican Library in the Vatican; the Casanatense Library; the Library of the Italian Encyclopedia, the Hertziana Library; the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emanuele II, the largest library in Italy. University of Alexandria Library Wallisel Liana
Library The name of Biblioteche di Roma was identified by the network of 37 libraries of the Public Reading of Rome Capital instead. With many Roman libraries participating in the National Library Service (SBN), thanks to OPAC SBN, it is possible to conduct web searches in the current catalog of more than 100 library institutions in the city, which are
included in different regional pillars. Research in Rome has the offices of a body dedicated to scientific research, technology, medicine or humanity: among others, ISTAT, a public research agency dedicated to population surveys, industry, services, agriculture and various economic surveys, IsIAO is a public agency that actively works in the field of cultural
promotion between Italy and countries in Africa and Asia. The IPOCAN Institute is dedicated to the study and research of near-Eastern Islamic issues in the modern and contemporary era. The National Research Council, a national public body, is tasked with promoting, disseminating, transferring and enhancing research activities in the main areas of the
development of their knowledge and application for the development of Science, Technology, Economic and Social Affairs of Italy, with several offices scattered throughout the municipality and a strong concentration of institutions in the accademia Nazionale dei Lincei research area, one of the oldest in Italy, founded in 1603, the National Academy of
Sciences, called XL; The University city of Rome, home of Sapienza, was realized in the city project by Marcello Piacentini and In 1935, in a photo from 1938, Rome was the largest Italian city (2,228) of kindergartens, primary and secondary schools of I and II, public and private. Schools in Rome have a remote origin: Plutarch According to the first Roman
public school, it was opened in the middle of the third century BC .C Even though it's a much older institution. Throughout the ancient evo, Rome was one of the main centers of education in the Western world. In the Middle Ages, the school's education was completely entrusted to the Church. From the Renaissance to Rome's capture, the papal school
system came into force. Among the main Roman schools is Augusto State Gymnasium High School. Torquato Tasso High School, Giulio Cesare State Gymnasium, Ripetta High School, Classic Ennio Quirino Visconti High School, Classic High School, Dante Alighieri Classic High School, Camillo Cavour State Science High School, Terenzio Mamiani State
Gymnasium, Talete State High School, Still State High School, Augustori State Science High School, Plinio Senior State Science High School, San Giuseppe College (De Merode Institute), Vittorio Emanuele II National Boarding School, Massimiliano Massimo University. In its territory, there are 22 public and private universities and 24 pontifical universities,
including 46 public universities; the most important is Sapienza, which in 2013 was the only Italian university to appear among the top hundred in the world, according to an international ranking developed by the World University Ranking Center ranked 63rd state university: Senzaapi - University of Rome; University of Rome Tor Vergata; University of Rome;
University of Rome Foro Italico Private University: International University Free Social Studies Guido Carli; European Design Institute, Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, University of The Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, University of The European University of Rome, University of Europe, University of Rome Niccolò Cusano John Cabot
University; Niccolò Cusano University; Free University, Maria Santissima Assun Link University Campus Free Leonardo da Vinci University - LULV; Institute of Social and Higher Health Research - I.S.S.A.S.; Medici John Felix Rome Center; American University of Rome, Quasar Design University; Rome University, Private Telematical University: Telematics
University; Guglielmo Marconi; Unitelma Sapienza Telematics University Uninet Nuno University and pontifical Institute: Pontifical University Antonianum; Pontifical University; Gregorian University Pontifical Lateran; Pontifical Lateran University; Pontifical Sales University; Pontifical University of the Holy Cross; Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinos
(Angelicium); Pontifical Urban University; University in Pontifical Athenaeum of St. Ansel; Pontifical Athenaeum Regina Apostolorum; Pontifical Theology Faculty; Pontifical Marianam; Pontifical Theology of St. Bonaventure; Theoresium Pontifical Faculty; Alfonsi Academy; Augusta Institute, Pontifical Bible Institute; Pontifical John Paul II; Pontifical Institute of
Oriental; Pontifical Institute for Arab and Islamic Studies Institutions: Rome Academy of Fine Arts, Higher Institute for the Art Industry - ISIA; University of Fine Arts Rome - RUFA Museum Same Topic in Detail: Rome Museum The National Gallery of Modern Art, The Palazzo delle Esposizioni in Rome, the museum has a very wide volume and quality: the
museum has a culture, art and sculpture treasures that have accumulated in the city for centuries. From the Vatican Museum (about six million in 2015) to the museum. Capitoline (the oldest public museum in the world) from the Borghese Gallery to Castel Sant'Angelo National Museum and again: Colona Art Gallery, Doria Pamphilj Gallery and National
Gallery of Ancient Art, National Roman Museum, Etruscan National Museum of Villa Giulia, Palazzo delle Esposizioni, The Museum of Rome, the Rome Museum in Trastevere, the History of Liberation Museum, the Central Museum of Risorgimento, the Imperial Forum Museum (which together with others is part of the joint museum system), the Barracco
Museum, the Giuseppe Tucci International Museum, the Napoleonic Museum of Rome, the National Prehistoric Museum of History, The Luigi Pigorini, the National Gallery of Modern and Contemporary Art, as well as macro and modern MAXXI. The most popular national: Il Messaggero (located in del Tritone, founded in 1878); Il Tempo (founded in 1944,
located in the Palace of Wedekind); la Repubblica (the second most popular newspaper in Italy[149]); Century of Italy (founded 1952); list (communism in the category); Corriere dello Sport – Stadium (one of the three main national sports newspapers); The daily facts (founded in 2009) in the past were also home to unity, civil liberties and reformers. Among
the Roman editorial groups and publishers are the L'Espresso Publishing Group, the Italian Editorial Group, the Italian Encyclopedia Institute, Caroline. Nuova Editrice, Caltagirone Editore, Lateran University Press, Newton Compton Editori, Gremese, Fanucci, Nutrimenti la Editori Riuniti and CIC Edizioni Internazionali. Rome Metro Station For anyone who
listens to our greetings and good nights (first announced on Italian radio broadcasts, October 6, 1924) among the Italian radio stations with national broadcasts, they are located in the radio capital Rome M2o, Radio Dimensione Suono Roma, Radio Radicale and Rai Radio Sector (Radio Rai) with 10 radio networks. There is also the headquarters of Radio
24, some of Radio Kiss Kiss's studios, Radio Maria's editorial staff and rtl 102.5 headquarters on October 6, 1924. In 1927, URI became EIAR, with a registered office in Rome, in Turin, with the director-general, after being moved to Rome in 1952, eight years after EIAR assumed the name of the Italian Audizioni radio. 1924) To Rome: Here, the company on
April 10, 1954 became a television provider and assumed Rai – Italian radio and television, the office of the presidency registration and general management is located in Viale Giuseppe Mazzini 14 in the Della Vittoria district, the main production center located in Zausarubra. The others are in Via Teulada (Della Vittoria) via Ettore Romagnoli (Monte Sacro
Alto) and at Teatro delle Vittorie via Col di Lana (Della Vittoria); In Rome, there are also two Mediaset production centers (Centro Safa Palatino and Elios), the headquarters of Sky Italia (on Salaria) and the headquarters of LA7 and LA7d (via Pineta Sacchetti); it is also home to several television companies (such as LT Multimedia, Fox Italia, La. Telecom
Italia Media, NBC Universal Global Networks Italia and the Foreign TV Agency), TV2000 (TV's Episcopal Conference of Italy via Aurelia) and Telepace (via del Mascherino) both collaborated with the Vatican Television Center, including lazio's various local television networks, with numerous programs broadcast from Rome and television dramas filmed in the
city of Capitoline: from Canzonissima to Rischiatutto from Non è la Rai to maurizioan shows from dancing to the stars. What's surprising from Sunday in reach, who saw it?, From a family doctor to me. The same art topics in detail: Roman art, Roman renaissance and Roman schools (20th century paintings), August's Prima Porta mosaic of the gladiator of
Rome today is considered one of the most important cities of art in the world; in its territory there are testimonies of all civilizations living in different eras, from Roman works to medieval Renaissance, baroque, romantic and contemporary: hence it became the most monumental city in the world. Roman art is heavily influenced by two different cultural currents:
italic culture (especially Etruscan) and Hellenic Greek culture; However, the Romans did not pay much attention to the art world, considered to be the cause of moss mariam's corruption. In Rome since the first century, portrait images were created linked to the cult of ancestors. The conquest of foreigners brought immense riches from the destruction of
enemy temples and cities into the city of Capitoline: the clear conquest of Hellenik territory also made direct contact with the treasures of Greek art. The dome is a true Roman artifact, along with a dense road network that connects Rome with other cities of the Empire. Roman art can be divided into two lines: Aulica Art (or Patricia Art) and plebeian art, where
early Christian art and most medieval art acquired. Christianity alters the look of the city, which is rich. Catacombs, basilicas (built according to civilian examples) The church has a mosaic decoration. After centuries of decadence due to the invasion of barbarians in art, Rome experienced a new phase after Frank's descent into Italy, and above all the
coronation of Charlemagne, who wanted to build a new empire equivalent to the Romans by extension and power, but also by art and culture. The roof of St. Peter the Sistine Chapel, St. Peter's Church in Montorio, after the late Middle Ages, dominated by the rule of the noble family, strengthened the faces of the city, with hundreds of buildings, symbols of
their power, and a clear confirmation of papacy after the schism of western Rome, transforming its image into the most important place of the art production of the entire continent. During this time, the city worked on the services of the pope, the greatest architect and painter of the time: Masaccio and Masolino, Leon Battista Alberti, Angelico, Happy, France,
Pinturicchio, Botticelli, Bramante, Raphael and Michelangelo After a five-year period of Pope Sisto V, which transformed the city's city in the seventeenth century, baroque art was born in Rome, which featured in Carlo Maderno, Pietro da Cortona, Gian Lorenzo Bernini and Francesco Borromini, the greatest exponent. In the eighteenth century, Rome lost its
political role as the main European capital, and despite being aware of some excellent works of art (including Antonio Canova), art production has suffered a slow decline as well due to the city's political events. The decisive turning point came with the porta pia violation, which delivered Rome to the Kingdom of Italy: the city had to adapt again to the role of
capital and experienced rapid expansion in cities and demographics. After Rome umbrian in the late nineteenth century and Giolittian Rome in the early twentieth century, fascism was confirmed, which renewed the face of the city. The second half of the century was marked by the creation of new neighbourhoods such as EUR, where modern and
contemporary art and architecture dominate. Theatres the same topic in detail: Latin Theatre and Theatre of Rome. Ostia antica's Roman theatre, the first theatrical style available in Rome, is a popular expression before the character: fescennino. Penetrated into Rome in the 4th century BC .C. Saturation shown in the ludi scaenic range was established in
364 a.C.; A show of Greek origin. It is precisely with the performance of the drama that traditionally the history of Latin literature began: in 240.C BC, in fact, the building that assigned Livy Andronico to the elements of fabula on the occasion of Rome's victory anniversary over Carthage (the first Punic war), Teatro dell'Opera di Roma, was heavily influenced
by the Greeks, one Latin theatre counted among the main authors, Gnaeus Nevius, Marcus Pacuvious, Quintus Ennius, Lucius Accio, Titus Maccio Plautus, Publius Terentius Afro and Lucius Anneus Seneca.C; After dark periods throughout the Middle Ages (characterized by a so-called religious theater), the city's most famous landmarks are all in the middle
of the night. Despite the rigorous censorship of the pontiffs: public spaces devoted to theatrical ity, however, began to appear only in the seventeenth century (a century influenced by the presence in Rome of Christina patrons of Sweden), the first of its history. The golden century for modern Roman theatre was eighteenth century, when the great theater
(Alibert, Argentina) was created, and the Roman melody Pietro Metastasio spread the theater after falling in the first half of the nineteenth century, revived after In 1880, Costanzi (opera house) was created. In the twentieth century, many theatres were created, despite the crisis of the theatre world due to the advent of cinema and television. In recent
decades, decentralization drama has taken place in favor of the peripheral areas of the Capitol. Today, Rome offers a variety of theatrical offerings. The capabilities include, in addition to such, Teatro Eliseo Theatre, Brancaccio Theatre, Jovinelli Theatre, Sistine Theatre, Quirino Theatre, Valle Theatre, Teatro Theatre India, Salone Margherita, Gran Teatro,
Teatro delle Vittorie, Teatro Tor Bella Monaca, Teatro Theatre, Audrey Hepburn Theater and Gregory Peck in Vacanze romane Roma, considered one of the world capitals of cinema: since the construction of Cinecittà, the film industry is largely Italian. Cinecittà, launched in 1937, in the 1950s and 1960s became, for American producers, new Hollywood:
here was filmed as vadis Quo?, Cleopatra and Ben-Hur. Many locations in the city are linked to film-director-director: for example, Piazza del Popolo (In the Year of god by Luigi Magni) via Veneto and Trevi Fountain (The Dolce Vita by Federico Fellini), Trinità dei Monti and Through Margutta (Roman Holidays by William Wyler), Testaccio (Accattone). By Pier
Paolo Pasolini), the Trevi Fountain (Totytruffa 62) is also a very successful film that deals with the city and its history, although it's shot elsewhere: there are a lot of particular films about ancient Rome, part of the so-called peplum genre (from Spartacus to Gladiator) and especially the religious topics that exorcise (The Rite, The Rite of The World, Andy't The
One, Andy's, Andy,) and the 1970s. On the other side of the devil and angels and demonstrations). Rome is linked to a number of other filmmakers, including directors such as Vittorio De Sica, Roberto Rossellini, Giorgio Bianchi, Luigi Comencini, Luigi Zampa, Dino Risi, Steno, Pietro Germroi, Ettore Scola, Sergio Leone, Lucio Fulci, Dario Argento, Nanni
Moretti, Matteo Garrone, screenwriters such as Susoca Cecchi d'Amico, Ennio Flanio, Leonardo Benven, Leonardo. Age and Scarpelli, Flavio Mogherini and actors , Silvana Mangano, Alberto Sordi, Nino Manfredi, Vittorio Gassman, Ugo Tognazzi, Gian Maria Volonté, Enrico Montesano, Gigi Proietti, Christian De Sica, Carlo Verdone, Sergio Castellitto,
Mass Ghimoini. The anonymous companies of Alberini & Santoni, Scalera Film to the Appian Ring Road and De Paolis; Incom Week and the Institute of Light are also involved in the development of the film industry. The music has existed in the history of Rome since the first oral expression of the reigning class of the term. Preletterary (from carmina
convivalia to neniae) and popular ones (magic recipe music, nursery rhythms, carmina triumphalia) from the origins of Etruscan or Italic, Roman music plays a fundamental role in social, cultural and military life: the main instruments, in fact, were used during the battle. After the opening of Constantine, then the first schola lectorum was founded in Rome,
which later became the kotoram schola in the Church of Rome, singing ancient Roman music developed, later called the Gregorian chant, because it was attributed to the great Pope Gregory: this song was recognized as a Roman song. In 1028, Guido d'Arezzo was invited by Pope John XIX to Rome, where he stayed at Lateran to demonstrate the
innovations he has introduced in the field of music. Between the 16th and 17th centuries, in the context of the counter-reforms, the Sistine Pontifical Music Church was founded, and a group of composers were deployed in Rome to find a renewed sacred style based on Gregorian chant and 15th-century polyphony: the main interpreter of this renewal, where
polyphonic music and a flourishing new baroque was Giovanni Pierluigi in 1584. It was in Rome that, with Caccini before and with Metastasio then, the reform of the Italian melodrama began. In the following centuries Rome was the destination of composers such as Vivaldi, Mozart, Rossini, Franz Liszt, Charles Gounod and Debussy in the 20th century.
Nicola Piovani, harpsichordist Chiara Massini, pianist Alessandra Celletti includes leading Italian composers including Claudio Villa, Lando Fiorini, Claudio Baglioni, Antonello Venditti, Renato Zero, Francesco De Gregori, Fiorella Mannoia, Michele Zarrillo, Luca Barbarossa, Marina Rei, Jovanotti, Eros, Alex Sylfi, Daniel Sylder, Nick Colt, Kristi shi, Giorkia and
Fabrizio In 1908, the Orchestra dell'Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia was founded as the oldest Italian symphony orchestra today, which since 2002 is located in the modern Parco della Musica Auditorium, the other symphony orchestra in the city is the Rome Symphony Orchestra, which performs at the auditorium in Via della Concicozione, and the
Roma Sinfonieta Orchestra, which sits at the Ennio Morricone Auditorium 15 in Cinecà Eurovision. The triumph of toto Cutugno in previous years and saw Sweden win with Carola Häggkvist kitchen the same topic in detail: Roman cuisine and ancient Rome cuisine. At the origin of Roman cuisine there is the cuisine of ancient Rome, described in Satyricon's
recipes of Petronio Arbitro and apicio, and is based on beaten meat, legumes, vegetables, fish and wine. Romanesque cuisine, starting from the Middle Ages, is divided into papa dishes consumed at the pope's shrine, and popular dishes are due to this day. The latter is based on a simple mixture. But delicious to use fragrant herbs, leftovers and inlet, lard,
oil and beaten with lard, guanciale, belly and ham fat. Typical dishes include baked abbacchio, vaccinara tail, coratella, rigatoni with pajamas, saltimbocca, ox tripe, and other dishes. Roman artichokes, amatriciana, carbonara, cacio pepe, pangiallo and the diet of Roman Jewish cuisine (including artichokes with giudia and breeches) every year, the capital is
the protagonist of events in many fields of culture and the ability to attract hundreds of thousands of people. At the film level, the city hosted: the Rome Film Festival in the fall, with the main stage at the Parco della Musica Auditorium[157]; the Rome Independent Film Festival (riff), an independent film festival held in Rome since 2000; the Award ceremony of
David di Donatello, with a variation between the Concziiliaone auditorium and Studi de Paolis through Tiburtina in a literary context; we point out: the Strega awards ceremony, which takes place every Thursday of July in the nymphe of Villa Giulia; [159] The International Festival of Rome, which takes place during the summer at the Maxentius Cathedral at the
Roman Libri Come Forum at the Parco della Musica auditorium in front of the Rome Biennale of International Art, takes place in the city. [160] The former barracks in Via Guido Reni); Rome Fashion Week takes place in the halls of the new Rome event; The Rome Bride - international wedding and fair dress ceremony, which takes place in the autumn. [161]
Other events such as the Roman Summer include numerous initiatives (art events, musical performances, film festivals, reading exhibitions, readings and concerts, events devoted to books and other events). Geography, anthropology, Urbanism, the same topic in detail: ancient Rome and urban planning in Rome between 1870 and 2000, historical
subdivisions the same topic in detail: the subdivision of Rome, Rioni di Roma, the romans, the people The historic district consists of 116 toponymy districts, organized into four groups: 22. The district, which made up a historic center, was founded in the Middle Ages on the basis of 14 Augusta regions and extended at the end of the 19th century, all within the
walls. Aurelian, except Borgo and Prati; Aurelian includes three marine districts of Ostia, six suburbs outside the neighborhood. The 53 densely populated areas that stroll gra and up to the municipal border, which make up Agro Romano, have additional subdivisions and place names of current applications. The ruling party the same topic in detail: The
Municipality of Rome, the Municipality of Rome Palazzo Senatorio, the seat of the Municipality of Rome, the territory of The Rome Capital, divided into 15 municipalities[163] (former constitution) with management, financial independence and accounting, and direct election political bodies. In 1972, 20 districts were established, reduced to 19 in 1992, when
XIV became the municipality of Fiumicino and called municipalities since 2001, when they gained greater authority under the administrative decentralization process. The Capital Of Rome law has divided the territory into 15 municipalities since 2013, which included pre-existing territories. Fractions of the same topic in detail: a fraction of Rome, the central-
park economy of the EUR lake, which is home to the most important and fertile financial center of the Italian capital through the Bank of Italy. Nazionale Roma is the first municipality in Italy for gross domestic product and one of the first major cities by capita income, and here most of Lazio's economic and employment activities are concentrated, with Rome
being the 95th municipality for the average per capita taxable income announced in 2014, with 24,555euro, the value of companies in the industry and non-financial services was 51.8 billion in 2015 (under Milan by 52.5). 57,000 euros per employee (under 70,500 in Milan); The most important sector in terms of value-added is data and communications (10.4
billion). Trade (7.4) and professional and technical activities (5.6), Eurosky Tower (left) and Eurorco Tower (right), Greater Rome have the highest active population (1.98 million) and employment in Italy (1.77 million), but activity rates are lower than in the metropolitan cities of the north (out of 100 working-age people in Rome, in fact only 67 people find work
or do jobs) and about 9.9.00 percent. In 2016, down from 2015 (10.7%), the main feature of the Roman area represented a high share of public services, as the ministry and other public and local public agencies, 87% of those employed in the service sector (19% of whom are in the hotel and restaurant trade), and only 7% in the industry in strict terms, in
addition to 5.4% in construction, 78% of those in employment were re-employed due to the high concentration of public jobs. Although the Roman economy mainly consists of small and medium-sized enterprises, large companies are located in the capital, including the holdings of former states cultivated or transformed into SpA: Enel, Eni, TotalErg, Api and
GSE in the energy sector, TIM, Open Fiber, Groupama, Poste Italiane, Leonardo, Ferrovie dello Stato Agricol roma, the largest agricultural municipality in Europe, has an agricultural area of 517 km², about 40% of the total municipal area. The industry in Rome has a strong industrial reality consisting of: The medium and medium-sized companies, which have
developed around certain development poles such as the so-called Tiburtina Valley (Tecnopolo Tiburtino), or areas outside the big ring road along Via Tiburtina, which has companies in the mechanical and aerospace sectors such as Vitrociset, ASTER, Thales Alen Space, Selex and food sectors such as Gentilini, as well as general markets, other major
industrial centers are of Parco de' Medici, Santa Palomba and other areas scattered throughout THE GRA-BASED, Andino-Rome- The services that have opened the telecommunications market have developed many companies directly or indirectly linked to this sector, which often choose Rome for the establishment of their offices. The presence of three
public university centers, together with dozens of private ones, has promoted the development of activities related to advanced research and technology services in recent years. The capital's most important and fertile financial centre is the eur-rich sector, education has been reinforced by its presence. The central and secondary offices of various ministries,
which together with local authorities (regions, metropolises, municipalities, municipalities) are state capital states. Tourism, history, monuments, art, culture and the city's religious significance make it one of the main attractions in the world. [168] In 2019, it secured a second position in the European Union after Paris. Rome has an average daily visitor of
about 90,000 tourists, for the annual total in 2017 of 14.7 million arrivals and 35.6 million visitors, of which two-thirds are foreigners. The interior of the Pantheon, one of the most visited monuments by tourists, contributes to tourism making up about 12% of the city's GDP. In 2013, the United States and The United States ad for the United States ad for the
2016 world championships in Rome, the United States and The Hague a were the first to be Street same topic in detail: Consular Road All streets pórteno in Rome (Roman proverb[174]) The city is the center of a radial structure of communication routes that trace ancient Roman roads that began with the uranium miliarium, which is a physical center
distance. Connect Rome with all corners of the empire: the main consular roads leading to the rest of Italy (Aurelia, Cassia, Flaminia, Salaria, Tiburina, Appia, Casilina) and other tracks of local significance (Nomentana, Prenesina, Anagnina, Ardina, Laurentina, Ostiense, Tiberina, where Tuscolana was added in the Middle Ages). The urban area, which was
once surrounded by walls starting from the second half of the 20th century, is defined by the outer link between the Grande Raccordo Anulare drilling route, which represents the main ridge of road transport between Rome and the rest of Italy. On the intersection converges with the four motorways to Florence (A1 North Rome branch), the city's main
motorway. The A24/A25, Naples (A1 South Rome Branch) and Fiumicino Airport (A91), which branches to Civitavecchia), include two expressways, Cassia Veientana (SS 2 bis) and Pontina (SS 2) and Pontina (SS 2). 2 bis) The other major arteries of the Roman road are the Eastern Ring Road (which flows between the centre and the intersection across the
north and northwest districts of the capital) and Via Cristoforo Colombo, which connects the centre with the coast of Ostia, the same thread in detail: the train service on the outskirts of Rome, the night-time Rome Station, located in the heart of the Central Italian Peninsula, is also the main railway junction of central Italy, which connects the high-speed line
with Florence and Naples. Other main traffic lines follow - at least in the initial part of the route - the route of the consular road: the Tyrrhenian Line (Rome-Genoa, the first northern route along the Tiber Valley (Rome-Florence-Bologna); เสนไปยังเอเดรียติก (โรม-เปสคารา, ตาม Via Tiburtina, และโรม-Ancona, ตาม Via Flaminia); เสนไปทางทิศใต (โรม-ฟอรมาเซีย-
เนเปลส, ตาม Via Appia, และ Roma-Cassino-Napoli, ตาม Via Casilina). รถไฟที่ใหบริการกรุงโรมยังรวมถึงบริการชานเมืองที่ดําเนินการโดย Trenitalia และเรียกวา Ferrovie Laziali (หรือ FL) สําหรับรถไฟทัง้หมดแปดแหงซึง่เพิ่ม Leonardo Express (รถไฟตรงระหวาง Roma Termini และสนามบิน Fiumicino) และรถไฟสัมปทานเกาสามแหงซึง่เปนเจาของโดย ATAC: Rome-
Lido, Rome-Giardin และ Rome-Giardin สถานีรถไฟหลักและหน่ึงในศูนยกลางประวัติศาสตรคือ Roma Termini (สถานีที่คึกคักที่สุดในอิตาลีเชื่อมตอกับรถไฟใตดินสาย A และ B และใกลกับ Roma-Centocelle) แต trenitalia และ italo รถไฟความเร็วสูงและรถไฟแหงชาติยังหยุดที่ Roma Tiburtina (มีวัตถุประสงคเพื่อจัดการระดับการใหบริการเทากับ Termini และเชื่อมตอดวยสาย
B) และ Roma Ostiense (เชื่อมตอกับสาย B และ Roma-Lido) สถานีอื่น ๆ ที่มีบทบาทสําคัญในการใหบริการรถไฟคือ Roma San Pietro, Roma Trastevere, Roma Tuscolana และ Roma Prenestina ในขณะที่ Roma Casilina ปดใหบริการประชาชนตัง้แตป 2003 ใชเปนจุดแวะพักพิเศษในสภาพที่ยากลําบาก นําหัวขอเดียวกันในรายละเอียด: การขนสงไปยังกรุงโรม § พอรต
พอรตโรมันแรกครบกําหนดตามประเพณีของ Anco Martius ที่มีการตัง้ถิ่นฐานของ Ostia ที่สรางขึน้ที่ปากของ Tiber ซึง่ถูกเพิ่มในยุคจักรวรรดิบนฝงตรงขามของแมน◌ําสองพอรตใหมของ Claudius และ Trajan พอรตโรมันอื่น ๆ เปนทาเรือแมน◌ําที่สรางขึน้สําหรับการลงจอดของเรือที่ในสมัยโบราณขึน้ไป Tiber เพื่อไปถึงเมือง: ทาเรือ Emporio ถูกทอดทิง้แลวในยุคกลาง; พอรตของ
Ripa สรางขึน้ใหมในป 1642 เปน Ripa Grande; พอรตของ Ripetta สรางขึน้ในป 1704 ตนน◌ําของ Castel Sant'Angelo แตถูกทําลายในป 1893; พอรตลีโอนิโนสรางขึน้ในป 1827 ที่พริบตาของ Leo XII และถูกทําลายในป 1863 สี่สนามบินใหบริการเมือง: ทาจอดเรือของกรุงโรมตัง้อยูในพื้นที่ Ostia Lido ซึง่เปดตัวในป 2001 สําหรับเรือสันทนาการ The Port of Fiumicino is mainly
a fishing port and a private boat. The commercial port of Civitavecchia, which connects Rome with its main Mediterranean destination and is the country's main terminal for cruise ships. Neptune's Marina with most tourist functions The Airport System Roma is the largest airport in Italy with nearly 50 million passengers (2018) and one of the largest in Europe.
The city in particular is served by the two main airports. Three others for minor use: Leonardo da Vinci Intercontinental Airport, Rome Fiumicino Airport is Italy's main airport with passenger traffic. 42,995,119 tonnes in 2018 (growth in 2017) and 2nd time for goods, with 160,903.9 tons (changed in 2015 from +11%) and one of the most important hubs in
Europe for the second consecutive year. From central Rome, connected to the city by non-stop train services provided by Leonardo Express, there are 110 connections to and from the Roma Termini suburban railway line FL1 and public lines (Cotral) and private buses. It is a civilian and military airport located along the Appian route; Connecting to the city
with rail connections (FL4 and FL6) and bus connections is the latest Italian airport for passenger traffic, with passengers. 5,839,737 people transported in 2018 (January - November) and changed in 2017 -0.8% Urbe airport is located on Via Salaria, about 6km from the city center, it is used as a tourist port and has been renovated and aimed as a helicopter.
Mario de Bernardi military airport, also known as Pratica di Mare, is close to the homogeneous Hamlet of pomesia municipality. Surrounded by the municipal territory of Rome south of the capital, it is only for military use, Guidonia Alfredo Barbieri Airport, a military airport named after Colonel Alfredo Barbieri, which is home to the School of Endoscopy and
The Aeronautica Militare Selection Center, Rome-Sentosel Francesco Baracca, which is located within the city in the homogeneous area of Rome Municipality, the first airport in Italy launched in 1909, and the runway is still visible within the Centocelle Archaeological Park. The Rome Tram Network, The Rome Tram Network and The Rome Irisbus CityClass
Bus Network, ATAC's GNC cursor on local public transport via Dei Fori Imperiali, include[182][183]: The 59km and 73-mile metropolitan network consists of 3 lines (Line A, Line B/B1 and Line C), which are managed by ATAC, an internal municipal company. Eight regional trains operated by Trenitalia on the Rome railway junction and the number FL1 to FL8,



in addition to the leonardo express's fast link between Termini station and Fiumicino airport, and three trains operated by ATAC (Roma-Lido, The Is the World's Most Successful and the 19th of 2015, are also available. and Rome-Citacatellana-Vitterbo); The 379-line, 29-night bus route operated by ATAC and private equity group Roma tpl, the local public
transport network, added km of rail and road development to the largest 4650 km in Europe. [186], Rome has the largest network in Italy. Both for pedestrian routes in the paved city[187], more than 320 km[187], and for mixed world routes. As far as taxis are concerned, there are 7705 licenses in Rome, including NCC 993 licenses with cars, administered
the same topic in detail: the capital Rome, the mayor of Rome and the history of Rome § Administrative History, the municipal territory of Rome is administered by a special territory agency called Roma Capitale, which came into force on October 3, 2010, after the reform of Title V Part II of the Italian Constitution in 2001 to guarantee the independence of the
city more, replacing the previous municipality of Rome, maintaining its borders and the level of unchanged government. Since 2015, rome's mayor has also been legally invested, with the office of the metropolitan mayor of Rome Capital. The International Relations Column devoted to Paris, to the baths of the Diocletian Twinnings (FR) «Seule Paris est digne
de Rome; Seule Rome est digne de Paris' (EN) 'Only Paris has the value of Rome; Rome only has the value of Paris (Twinning between Rome and Paris[191]) since 1956. Paris. [193] The Italian Embassy and Consulate of Rome hosted foreign embassies in the Republic of Italy (138 embassies)[193] and the Holy Spirit (72), as well as the Italian Embassy to
the Holy See, located at Palazzo Borromeo, capital city, are also home to 25 consulates or honorary consulates. Rome is home to Malta's sovereign military order, a religious order based on the Holy See that is recognized by the international community as a topic of international law: Villa del Malta's previous Aventine, the historical seat of the embassy
house order at the Holy See, and the Italian Republic of Command and enjoying the privileges. Finally, in the capital, there is a permanent diplomatic mission to the FAO of the member states of the United Nations. Rome's historic sporting event has hosted several sporting events of the world boundaries, first of all. 1960 and the first Paralympic Games In
addition, the two World Cups held in Italy (1934 and 1990) were held in the capital. Finally the city hosted the 2nd World Athletics Championships in 1987 and twice in the Water Championships (7th generation in 1994 and XIII in 2009) as far as european competitions were concerned, the final of two European football tournaments was held in Italy (1968 and
1980), and the European Athletics Championships and, in 1983, the European Aquatics Championships were hosted in 1974. Rome is finally in the final stages of the Giro d'Italia four times (1950, 1989, 2009 and 2018), including one of the venues for the NBA Europe Live Tour (in 2006 and 2018) Rome hosts regular annual sporting events, including:
Internazionali d'Italia, which takes place between April and May each year at the Tennis Court in Rome, the E-Prix of Rome, the Formula Championship held at the EUR City Circuit. The Piazza di Siena International Equestrian Race, a horse riding competition held since 1922 in Piazza di Siena, is inside Villa Borges. The Golden Gala Pietro Mennea
international athletics event takes place annually at the Olympic Stadium. The Rome Marathon was held in the spring with departures and arrivals via dei Fori Imperiali Sports Club Derby Lazio-Roma, players expressed solidarity with the victims of the Abruzzo earthquake in the back derby of April 11, 2009 in Rome, with several sports clubs competing in the
highest leagues of their discipline: A.S. Roma and S.S. Lazio, both terrorists in S.S. Lazio, Calcio Football 5 (5 days); Virtus Roma Basketball, Stella Azura Roma, Eurobasket Roma (basketball); Union Sportiva Primavera Rugby, S.S. Lazio Rugby, Olympic Roma Rugby, Fiamme Oro Rugby, Union Rugby Capital, CUS Roma Rugby (Rugby); Water Polo,
ASD Roma (Water Polo); Rome Gladiator, Grizzly Roma, Marine Lazio (American Football); A.S.D. Ginnastica Romana, Olos Gym 2000 (Artistic Gymnastics); Club Italia, M Roma Volley (Volleyball); [197] The Olympic Stadium sports facilities are planned for the planned map of sports facilities located in the Roman municipality built by prisp (sports facilities
governance plan). In Rome there are about 2 500 sports facilities, including 1 700 gymnasiums for team games, 1 100 healthy areas, 231 fields and plenty of outdoor areas and small facilities. Below is the main area, some of which are characteristic of the sports area of the forum. The Olympic Stadium, launched in 1953 as the Stadium of The Saen, hosted
the Second Generation Athletics World Championships (1987), two European Football Finals (1976-1977 and 1983-1984) and two UEFA Champions League finals (1995-1996 and 2008-2009 World Cup finals 1990; The Stadio Flaminio, launched in 1959 from 2000 to 2011, hosted the home match of the Italian national team during the Six Nations rugby
tournament. Giulio Onesti Sports Center of Acetosa Water The shower of the Caracalla Sports Centre; [199] Stadio Dei Marmi; The Palazzetto dello Sport, built between 1958 and 1960, is a place aimed at hosting the 1960 Olympics, still operating and hosting the PalaLottomatica (formerly PalaEUR), Rome's largest sporting palace, launched in 1960.
Reasons for the Italian Stadio Centrale del Tennis at Internazionali BNL d'Italia play every year tennis tournament as part of the ATP World Tour Masters 1000 Swimming Track; Capannelle Racecourse (Gallup); Tor di Quinto Racecourse (military); [201] Municipal Swimming Complex Pool; In the neighboring municipalities of Marino and Mentana there are
two palaghiacci that serve most of Rome. Note ^ city state enclave of Rome ^ Istat data 2011, istat.it. Access URL 24 July 2017 ^ data b c Istat - residents population as of August 31, 2020 (alternate image) ^ Table degrees/days of Italian municipalities grouped by region and province (PDF), in Law No. 412, Appendix A, National Agency for New
Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development, URL accessed on April 25, 2012 (archived from the original URL on January 1, 2017) ^ Luciano Canepari, Rome, in Il DiPI – Dizionario di pronuncia Italian, Zanichelli, 2009, ISBN 978-88-08-10511-0^ . Rome became the capital ofune.roma.it URL Access 14 July 2011 ^ Rome is a verdant city
ansa.it Europe URL accessed 8 July 2018 ^ Archaeological discovery revealed that Rome is 200 years oldfocus.it URL accessed on April 21, 2014 ^ Rome more than two centuries old rainews.it URL accessed on April 13, 2014 ^ Number of residents of Augusta, Rome arrived in early 19th century by London, Vatican City only. vaticanstate.va. Access URL 5
August 2015 ^ Speech by President Ciampi, presidenti.quirinale.it. Accessed URL 4 August 2015 ^ Greeting Institute Benedict XVI URL Accessed January 29, 2010 ^ Historic Center of Romesitiunesco.it URL Accessed on September 17, 2014 (archived from the original URL on September 15, 2014) ^ UNESCO Historian of Rome whc.unesco.org URL
accessed August 23, 2010 ^ When Europe was born in Rome: While we were on March 25, 1957, ilsole24ore.com URL accessed on November 22, 2019 ^ Figures and Bishops of 'Fourth Rome' comune.roma.it Access URL 5 August 2015 ^ Green area of Rome Municipality Romanatura.roma.it Access URL 8 August 2015 ^b Rome is a unique case: in the
current history, comune.roma.it URL accessed 14 July 2011 ^ Regional Council Resolution, casaeclima.com. ^ Port of Fiumicino Cutrufo: A new piece of the capital's second tourist hub romanotizie.it accessed URL August 6, 2015 ^ Regional Nature Park of The Lactic Complex Bracciano-Martignano parcobracciano.it URL accessed August 23, 2010 ^ Andre
Eid, Classification of global climate according to climatologist Koppen, meteogiornale.it, URL accessed on August 16, 2015 (archived from the original URL on August 15, 2007) ^ Redina, 2007, 17. The hypothesis is determined by the annals of ancient Greek speech and reported by Plutarch historian ^ The hypothesis is a variant of the Trojan description.
The name will be named after the city's founder, although the true founder is just one of the twins. ^ Formula hypothesis by Servius Mario Onorato: Rome is referring to the city of the river ^ Plutarch writes: on the side of the entrance to perennial wild figs, which the Romans called ruminalis because the twins were raised there; The Romans called Rumilia the
goddess called during lactation ^ Two packages comparable in the form to two breasts ^ Massimo Pittau - Il Toponimo Roma www.pittau.it. REACH URL on April 21 April 2020 ^ In this case Rome will refer to a strong city; Plutor wrote that ...] Pelasges, which after visiting almost all inhabited territories and sub-organisms almost entirely corrected themselves
at standing and to the strength of the war, making the city name Liverotti. ^ Why is Rome called the Eternal City rerumromanarum.com ^ According to Marcus Trentius Varro ^ Gabba, pp. 27–43 ^ Gabba, pp. 43-81 ^ Gabba, pp. 87–106. Rome officially reached the Persian Gulf from 115 to 117 only. Otherwise, the eastern border is euphrates and the Syrian
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Jāhiliya Persian Calendar N.D. Great Hero Event married his fourth wife, Samaritan Maltace. January 16: Roman Republic, now the Roman Empire: Julius Caesar Octavian received the name of August from the Senate, becoming the first Roman emperor. He was elected as a consul with a less competent colleague (a little consul) and earned the office of
princeps senatus with the right to vote first and divide the empire into provinces, senators and empires. The first census in the booming Roman Empire had a total population of 4,063,000, and also founded Classis Misensis, based in the portus Iulius port in Misenum. His trust, Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, who became consul for the third time, divided Hispania
Ulterior into Hispania Baetica and Hispania Lusitania and expanded Hispania Citerior, and at the same time began building the old pantheon in Rome. Meanwhile, in Egypt, a statue north of Colossi of Memnone was destroyed by an earthquake (according to Strabo). Dead Prince Marcus Tulius Cicero Roman politicians (b. 65 .C.) Marcus Terrenceius Varro,
Roman literature, grammar and military (b. 116.C BC). Excerpts from
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